Week in Review - Release Notes for Week Ending 5/15/2020

Enhancements:

- We will now collect severity information for Microsoft Servicing Stack Updates (released 5/11/2020)
- Vulnerabilities imported from msrm will use the max of base/verbal as the cvss score (released 5/11/2020)
- Fixed some CSS issues in Policy Creation (released 5/11/2020)
- Fixed some CSS issues with group-policy assignment (released 5/11/2020)
- Fixed an issue where 3rd-party applications installed for certain types of domain-based user accounts would not be detected. (5/14/2020)
- We now ingest Amazon Linux 2 feed for Severity scores. (5/14/2020)

Bug Fixes:

- Updates the number of scheduled updates in the dashboard within a few seconds of a customer ignoring software updates from the device details page (released 5/11/2020)
- Fixes some CSS issues with group-policy assignment (released 5/11/2020)
- Fixed an issue that could misidentify Windows 10 Enterprise as Pro and vice-versa. Fixed an issue that could show Windows 10 NT Version as 6.3.x instead of 10.0.x. (released 5/12/2020)
- We now map packages with no severity data to 'unknown' rather than 'none' (5/14/2020)
- Fixed Display Name for Sublime Text (5/15/2020)
- Fixed Version displayed for Slack (5/15/2020)